
O stars go through their entire lives in only about a million years, they would not still be around unless star
formation has occurred recently. It is therefore not surprising that associations are found in regions rich in
the gas and dust required to form new stars. It’s like a brand new building still surrounded by some of the
construction materials used to build it and with the landscape still showing signs of construction. On the other
hand, because associations, like ordinary open clusters, lie in regions occupied by dusty interstellar matter,
many are hidden from our view.

22.3 CHECKING OUT THE THEORY

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:

Explain how the H–R diagram of a star cluster can be related to the cluster’s age and the stages of
evolution of its stellar members
Describe how the main-sequence turnoff of a cluster reveals its age

In the previous section, we indicated that that open clusters are younger than globular clusters, and
associations are typically even younger. In this section, we will show how we determine the ages of these star
clusters. The key observation is that the stars in these different types of clusters are found in different places in
the H–R diagram, and we can use their locations in the diagram in combination with theoretical calculations to
estimate how long they have lived.

H–R Diagrams of Young Clusters
What does theory predict for the H–R diagram of a cluster whose stars have recently condensed from an
interstellar cloud? Remember that at every stage of evolution, massive stars evolve more quickly than their
lower-mass counterparts. After a few million years (“recently” for astronomers), the most massive stars should
have completed their contraction phase and be on the main sequence, while the less massive ones should be
off to the right, still on their way to the main sequence. These ideas are illustrated in Figure 22.8, which shows
the H–R diagram calculated by R. Kippenhahn and his associates at Munich University for a hypothetical cluster
with an age of 3 million years.
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Figure 22.8 Young Cluster H–R Diagram. We see an H–R diagram for a hypothetical young cluster with an age of 3 million years. Note that the
high-mass (high-luminosity) stars have already arrived at the main-sequence stage of their lives, while the lower-mass (lower-luminosity) stars
are still contracting toward the zero-age main sequence (the red line) and are not yet hot enough to derive all of their energy from the fusion of
hydrogen.

There are real star clusters that fit this description. The first to be studied (in about 1950) was NGC 2264, which
is still associated with the region of gas and dust from which it was born (Figure 22.9).

Figure 22.9 Young Cluster NGC 2264. Located about 2600 light-years from us, this region of newly formed stars, known as the Christmas Tree
Cluster, is a complex mixture of hydrogen gas (which is ionized by hot embedded stars and shown in red), dark obscuring dust lanes, and
brilliant young stars. The image shows a scene about 30 light-years across. (credit: ESO)
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The NGC 2264 cluster’s H–R diagram is shown in Figure 22.10. The cluster in the middle of the Orion Nebula
(shown in Figure 21.4 and Figure 21.5) is in a similar stage of evolution.

Figure 22.10 NGC 2264 H–R Diagram. Compare this H–R diagram to that in Figure 22.8; although the points scatter a bit more here, the
theoretical and observational diagrams are remarkably, and satisfyingly, similar.

As clusters get older, their H–R diagrams begin to change. After a short time (less than a million years after they
reach the main sequence), the most massive stars use up the hydrogen in their cores and evolve off the main
sequence to become red giants and supergiants. As more time passes, stars of lower mass begin to leave the
main sequence and make their way to the upper right of the H–R diagram.

Figure 22.11 is a photograph of NGC 3293, a cluster that is about 10 million years old. The dense clouds of gas
and dust are gone. One massive star has evolved to become a red giant and stands out as an especially bright
orange member of the cluster.

L I N K  T O  L E A R N I N G

To see the evolution of a star cluster in a dwarf galaxy, you can watch this brief animation
(https://openstax.org/l/30StarCluster) of how its H–R diagram changes.
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Figure 22.11 NGC 3293. All the stars in an open star cluster like NGC 3293 form at about the same time. The most massive stars, however,
exhaust their nuclear fuel more rapidly and hence evolve more quickly than stars of low mass. As stars evolve, they become redder. The bright
orange star in NGC 3293 is the member of the cluster that has evolved most rapidly. (credit: ESO/G. Beccari)

Figure 22.12 shows the H–R diagram of the open cluster M41, which is roughly 100 million years old; by this
time, a significant number of stars have moved off to the right and become red giants. Note the gap that
appears in this H–R diagram between the stars near the main sequence and the red giants. A gap does not
necessarily imply that stars avoid a region of certain temperatures and luminosities. In this case, it simply
represents a domain of temperature and luminosity through which stars evolve very quickly. We see a gap for
M41 because at this particular moment, we have not caught a star in the process of scurrying across this part
of the diagram.
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Figure 22.12 Cluster M41. (a) Cluster M41 is older than NGC 2264 (see Figure 22.10) and contains several red giants. Some of its more massive
stars are no longer close to the zero-age main sequence (red line). (b) This ground-based photograph shows the open cluster M41. Note that it
contains several orange-color stars. These are stars that have exhausted hydrogen in their centers, and have swelled up to become red giants.
(credit b: modification of work by NOAO/AURA/NSF)

H–R Diagrams of Older Clusters
After 4 billion years have passed, many more stars, including stars that are only a few times more massive than
the Sun, have left the main sequence (Figure 22.13). This means that no stars are left near the top of the main
sequence; only the low-mass stars near the bottom remain. The older the cluster, the lower the point on the
main sequence (and the lower the mass of the stars) where stars begin to move toward the red giant region.
The location in the H–R diagram where the stars have begun to leave the main sequence is called the main-
sequence turnoff.
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Figure 22.13 H–R Diagram for an Older Cluster. We see the H–R diagram for a hypothetical older cluster at an age of 4.24 billion years. Note
that most of the stars on the upper part of the main sequence have turned off toward the red-giant region. And the most massive stars in the
cluster have already died and are no longer on the diagram.

The oldest clusters of all are the globular clusters. Figure 22.14 shows the H–R diagram of globular cluster 47
Tucanae. Notice that the luminosity and temperature scales are different from those of the other H–R diagrams
in this chapter. In Figure 22.13, for example, the luminosity scale on the left side of the diagram goes from 0.1
to 100,000 times the Sun’s luminosity. But in Figure 22.14, the luminosity scale has been significantly reduced in
extent. So many stars in this old cluster have had time to turn off the main sequence that only the very bottom
of the main sequence remains.
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Figure 22.14 Cluster 47 Tucanae. This H–R diagram is for the globular cluster 47. Note that the scale of luminosity differs from that of the other
H–R diagrams in this chapter. We are only focusing on the lower portion of the main sequence, the only part where stars still remain in this old
cluster.

Just how old are the different clusters we have been discussing? To get their actual ages (in years), we must
compare the appearances of our calculated H–R diagrams of different ages to observed H–R diagrams of real
clusters. In practice, astronomers use the position at the top of the main sequence (that is, the luminosity at
which stars begin to move off the main sequence to become red giants) as a measure of the age of a cluster (the
main-sequence turnoff we discussed previously). For example, we can compare the luminosities of the brightest
stars that are still on the main sequence in Figure 22.10 and Figure 22.13.

Using this method, some associations and open clusters turn out to be as young as 1 million years old, while
others are several hundred million years old. Once all of the interstellar matter surrounding a cluster has been
used to form stars or has dispersed and moved away from the cluster, star formation ceases, and stars of
progressively lower mass move off the main sequence, as shown in Figure 22.10, Figure 22.12, and Figure
22.13.

To our surprise, even the youngest of the globular clusters in our Galaxy are found to be older than the oldest
open cluster. All of the globular clusters have main sequences that turn off at a luminosity less than that of the
Sun. Star formation in these crowded systems ceased billions of years ago, and no new stars are coming on to
the main sequence to replace the ones that have turned off (see Figure 22.15).

L I N K  T O  L E A R N I N G

Check out this brief NASA video with a 3-D visualization (https://openstax.org/l/30HRDiagram) of how
an H–R diagram is created for the globular cluster Omega Centauri.
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Figure 22.15 H–R Diagrams for Clusters of Different Ages. This sketch shows how the turn-off point from the main sequence gets lower as
we make H–R diagrams for clusters that are older and older.

Indeed, the globular clusters are the oldest structures in our Galaxy (and in other galaxies as well). The
youngest have ages of about 11 billion years and some appear to be even older. Since these are the oldest
objects we know of, this estimate is one of the best limits we have on the age of the universe itself—it must
be at least 11 billion years old. We will return to the fascinating question of determining the age of the entire
universe in the chapter on The Big Bang.

22.4 FURTHER EVOLUTION OF STARS

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:

Explain what happens in a star’s core when all of the hydrogen has been used up
Define “planetary nebulae” and discuss their origin
Discuss the creation of new chemical elements during the late stages of stellar evolution

The “life story” we have related so far applies to almost all stars: each starts as a contracting protostar, then
lives most of its life as a stable main-sequence star, and eventually moves off the main sequence toward the
red-giant region.

As we have seen, the pace at which each star goes through these stages depends on its mass, with more
massive stars evolving more quickly. But after this point, the life stories of stars of different masses diverge,
with a wider range of possible behavior according to their masses, their compositions, and the presence of any
nearby companion stars.

Because we have written this book for students taking their first astronomy course, we will recount a simplified
version of what happens to stars as they move toward the final stages in their lives. We will (perhaps to your
heartfelt relief) not delve into all the possible ways aging stars can behave and the strange things that happen
when a star is orbited by a second star in a binary system. Instead, we will focus only on the key stages in the
evolution of single stars and show how the evolution of high-mass stars differs from that of low-mass stars
(such as our Sun).

Helium Fusion
Let’s begin by considering stars with composition like that of the Sun and whose initial masses are
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